
 

hoplitex

"As noted in the report, 'Human augmentation has the potential to ... change the meaning of what it means

to be a human.'" ----- Yeah, right, just like breast implants are real boobs. Call me old-fashioned, but I

thought that Life was about self-mastery -- about not being as much of a ringpiece today as I was ten

years ago -- about being more like Miyamoto Musashi, Bruce Lee, or Thich Quang Duc, and *less* like

John Kerry and Bill Gates -- about being less of a coward -- about learning who we are deep within

ourselves. ----- Oh! I forgot. Many of the super-rich are insane and think everything can be "perfected" by

throwing money at it. ----- "In whatever man does without God, he must fail miserably, or succeed more

miserably." ~ George MacDonald

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

juststeve

Good call on Silly Cones, breast implants. More focus on super�cial imaging and capturing minds

distracting them from seeing a whole person. Someone one truly would like, love to spend time with

as opposed to a brag trophy to hang onto someone's arm in public. One of many things to be image

over substance.
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Krofter

Great comment hoplitex.
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Cabochon

What you are saying, hoplitex, is just because you CAN do something, doesn’t mean you should.

There’s no doubt that the greatest boon to mankind has been the discovery of birth control to limit

families, even if many 21st century women of child bearing age now �nd di�culty in conceiving.

Usually the causes of infertility can be addressed successfully. Note that the staunchest depopulation

campaigners often have four children families. I'm afraid I am stuck in the dark ages and don't

approve of factory farmed babies on demand. The interests of the child are paramount way more

important than the fashionable whims of our amoral, egotistical age.

A child born into the world deserves not a father and a father, nor a mother and a mother, nor a name

on a donor list but a mother and a father. Even if natural parents become separated and widowed, a

child deserves to know it parentage, its lineage. A sense of identity and belonging is surely

fundamental to the spiritual and emotional wellbeing of us all. Of course just chucking money around

is the globalist answer to everything - provided of course that the underclass, the useless eaters, the

Untermenschen are excluded from their philanthropy.

There are many, many treasures that money can’t buy. The super rich have lost touch with reality. It

must become a bit boring when there is nothing left to strive for except more of the same - money and

power. Hubris and in�ated self importance - even delusions of being the “master race” lead to

harebrained experiments and overreach. I’m visualising here the sorcerer’s apprentice, rather than the

Sorcerer himself, dabbling with forces he doesn’t fully understand and unable to predict the outcome.

What could possibly go wrong?
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Mr.Magoo

Glad I will turn to 79 next week. Hope that reincarnation doesn't exist.
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juststeve

Doesn't seem to matter much, how insane, nutty something is, somebody somewhere whether legal or not

will be trying to do it. Transhumanism is more fantasy Technocrats believe to be reality. That they are

smarter than Creation, a work in progress over millions, if not billions of years. Put all the Technocrats in

their delusional computer hive mind working together and they still haven't woken up in the morning

compared to what the process of Creation has already provided. This is just one more area where they are

in the process of crippling, destroying what has already developed far and beyond anything they could

hope to create and despite their delusions whatever they create will always be dead, sterile, empty in

comparison.

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

Guillermou

Yes, Just, humanity is being directed to a diabolical world, a world where technology dominates its

minds and body, where God does not exist, where the new gods of Davos reign, in an attack against

the human essence, its soul, its dignity and freedom. And, if they do manage to hack life, he describes

it as the "biggest revolution in biology since the beginning of life 4 billion years ago." In Davos the laws

of transhumanism are being dictated "humans will soon adopt implanted brain technology so that they

can 'decipher complex thoughts'", adding that "neurosignals can be used for biometrics" and that the

more neurotechnology is adopted, more data can be collected in humans.

The globalist elite may consider themselves saviors but the reality is that they are villains,

psychopaths with instincts for power based on crime.” The New World Order seeks a society to the

taste of those in power, with economic and sel�sh objectives that would destroy the person, the family

and society, where cybercracy: believing that you can dominate the world with programming through

the software that They install helped by 5G.
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juststeve

Yes Gui, a destructive impulsive belief The Creator, the process of Creation, Nature and humanity has

to bow on knee, kiss the ring of New Gods who suffer the delusions they can do it better.

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

r.w9286

You desperately need an edit here. It's the same mistake made all the time by people who are in favor of

abortion; this phrase:  "... if the synthetic embryos could one day grow into humans..." You mean grow into

adults. They are, theoretically, already human. If not, then the word "human" is not appropriate.
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inl4195

Lol that’s true though. I’m just annoyed by all of it but especially abortion being illegal however

researchers can only allow a real embryo to live for 14 days? So then what happens? They �ush it

down the toilet and it goes to sea and becomes a mermaid I suppose because once an egg is

fertilized, life begins and it’s illegal to be aborted after that happens. Maybe that law doesn’t apply to

everyone? Just embryos made through inter course and not test tubes? Okay now I’m confused. So I

can have an abortion but just after 14 days I think is what they are saying now. Well okay then as long

as we’re all on the same page. SMH! God bless us all!

 Posted On 02/21/2024

 

brianallen1

ANY and EVERY time man tries to play God, he or she fails miserably. Too bad the perpetrators never

realize, understand or accept that fact because they are too enthralled with playing God.
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inl4195

Exactly they are just to enthralled with being completely idiotic morons digging mankind’s grave.

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

dude01

Keep messing around with all of these bizarre experiments and clonings. One of these days, we may not

be able to stop the damage that has resulted from these mad and bizarre creations that were made in the

name of science.
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Stephjask

Monsters Inc.

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

Stephjask

...and that is the Scientists who are performing these acts of evil. Not the unfortunate results of their

Frankenstein experiments.
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honeybee22

And who funds this research?? NO, Who really is behind it? Why is the word CLONE not being used? What

'useful' product or system does this create?? Mostly this looks like 'mad scientist' territory. OH, and is this

something you would like to be? Living creatures usually have a soul. These creatures not only do not

have a soul they are sub-human because they are an invention of humans. CREEPY. Frankenstein territory.

Sad for the experimental creature.

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

juststeve

Creepy, creepy, creepy. It is too bad the mad scientist in real life are not so recognizable. Hmmmm,

then again, ummm, Gates, Schwab...maybe sometimes.

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

inl4195

It’s very sad and makes me ashamed to be a damn human being. For us to be this idiotic, we have to

be an experiment sent to earth by aliens. At least I hope mankind is not this sel�sh and ignorant! I

really don’t think humans are smart enough to have invented the technology that we are playing

around with though and that’s what will be our demise.

 Posted On 02/21/2024

 

hoplitex

Have you noticed that the term, "mad scientist", has virtually disappeared from mainstream use? It

used to be in all the cartoons!
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Charla57

This is sickening, how about we clean up this Earth instead of making fake people. Gates and Schawb

want fake people on the planet, not real people.

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

hoplitex

"how about we clean up this Earth instead of making fake people" ----- EXACTLY!

 Posted On 02/21/2024

 

joyceejohnson

I have read in countless sources of esoteric teachings that the reason Atlantis sunk was just this kind of

science.

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

Almond

Yes, some very dedicated "healers" tried to reverse this and help some of the androids, but often

failed. Some say that, this destruction of God's creation and genetic contamination was the reason for

the Great Flood... to wipe the earth clean of all the altered plants and animal life forms as well as

people. The ancients did not use our vocabulary, but there is usually a gem of truth in many of the old

legends if we can interpret it. Much of this research is about man replacing God with science.
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boo4329

Shades of Rosemary's Baby!

 Posted On 02/21/2024

 

inl4195

I agree in all stories or legends there is a glimmer of truth that created the legend in the �rst place. It does

seem that man is going to create his own demise because he’s too busy creating a perfect machine or

entity, instead of enjoying the life and gift given to him in the �rst place. What a shame.
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inl4195

Karma is a *** and I hope everyone remembers that. There’s some things we just don’t need to mess

around with, period!! I don’t care how rich and perfect you think you are. God doesn’t care either and you’ll

go to hell for playing with the creation of life. All your precious money won’t help you one bit because a life

is a life whether it starts at fertilization, conception or at 6 months of pregnancy. Wrong is wrong and

illegal is illegal. If I can’t have an abortion then you can’t kill an embryo at day 14 for the name of science

either! I’ll pray for you because if you’re that stupid then you’re going to need all the damn prayers you can

get!
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inl4195

The fact that researchers can do whatever they want with an embryo of any kind but a woman cannot have

a legal abortion is just insane and ridiculous!! The United States and the world should be ashamed of

themselves for being absolute, disgusting, idiots!! What a bunch of useless pieces of ***!! Nobody has the

right to play around with human life regardless of making it, ending it, or otherwise. I know I wouldn’t like

to be known as the �rst embryo that went good and have no real parents but scientists. Really WTF???

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

riskybiz

Why grow a human outside the womb? It's all about control for the wanna-be gods, to design humans in

their image, into patented factory made products. What's next? 3D printed embryos? May Jesus return

soon.
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JohninND

If there's any truth to using these things as a substitute for true natural born humans in testing looks like

more bad "science" ahead. It's not the actual article from the true origins and exposure to living life. This

feels like another big misdirection, selling the public on the "bene�t" of the practice.   Still smarting from

the most recent "advance" for our "bene�t". Matter of fact we've yet to see the full impact of the most

recent dabbling with God's design.
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Barnie1201

Yes, of course. This way men can now have babies as liberal left lunies keep proclaiming. Not Even!
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gin9762

This sounds like Brave New World by Aldous Huxley.
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Concerned Patriot

Considering that the "elites" want to depopulate the world, why create more people? They will just start a

new breed of "useless eaters", as Juval Harrari would say. One problem these "creators" have is that they

are not God and never will be God. It goes back to Genesis where man wanted all the wisdom of God,

never received it, and was punished for his ingratitude, disrespect, foolishness and arrogance.
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Almond

The elites want to replace us with designer clones to do their will.
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grulla

Cannon fodder!
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